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Course Title:  Turbocharge your Transportation Management System 

Abstract:   

Organizations spend significant resources optimizing their transportation operations, but how do they know if 

they are getting a good return on investment with a system that is both highly effective (delivering results) and 

efficient (savings with time and money)? Crowley Solutions will share its commercial best practices in how to 

measure performance, production and price when assessing transportation systems and processes.     

 

Participants will learn how commercial industry establishes and evaluates Key Performance Indicators, strategic 

goals, and blue-chip initiatives to assess and define problems/opportunities and measure their impact.  

Understanding and assessing the differences between lowest price and best value will also be covered.    

Regardless of the Transportation Management System (CMOS, GFM/ATR, DSS or commercial), understanding 

and implementing some of these fundamental principles will help optimize both transportation systems and 

processes.  Crowley will share examples of how they successfully collaborated with the government using these 

very principles.          

 

Organization:  Instructor’s Organization 

Website:  Organization Website 

Instructor(s):  Instructor’s Name 

Patrick Wallace joined Crowley in November 2016 as Director for LTL leading an 

initiative to further develop and better leverage transportation capabilities and 

knowledge within Crowley. Mr. Wallace’s leadership talent and passion continued 

beyond the LTL portfolio at Crowley having held positions of increasing 

responsibility. Upon go live of the Defense Freight Transportation Services (DFTS) 

contract Mr. Wallace assumed the position of Director, Operations for LTL, 

Expedited, and Regional customer service. Now, as Vice President, Supply Chain, Mr. 

Wallace focuses on all aspects of operational execution for CONUS and OCONUS 

freight movements and logistics services in the Government sphere. During his short 

time at Crowley Mr. Wallace has led several teams earning a reputation of excellence 

in providing the very best in support of commercial, government, and humanitarian relief operations. Mr. 

Wallace’s teams specialize on Warfighter support through complete supply chain solutions.  

Prior to joining Crowley, Mr. Wallace spent time with various prominent commercial logistics companies, 

including C.H. Robinson Worldwide, Inc., Trinity Logistics, and England Logistics. Mr. Wallace is an active 

participant in the NDTA and has served as an At-Large Board Member of the CSCMP Baltimore Roundtable. 

Lauren Heinrich joined Crowley in 2018 as the Manager of the Business Intelligence 

and Analytics (BIA) team. The BIA group is strategically organized under 
operations, rather than IT, strengthening business and client relationships while 
improving synergy between the two.  By focusing on data exploration, analytics, 

insights and business process optimization she and her team support multiple DLA 

contracts while driving core operational decisions with confidence, proven by clean 
processes and metrics. 

Lauren also leads the ‘Citizen Data Scientist’ initiative at Crowley, a ten-week 
program designed to train and empower business users to be more hands on with 
data, analytics and statistics. 

 

 

 

 



 

Before joining Crowley, Lauren worked with large enterprise companies including Ryder, AutoNation and 
Southern Glazer’s Wine and Spirits as a data strategy and analytics consultant.   

 

Session POC:  Name, Organization, email, phone  

NDTA Transportation Academy Coordinator:  Irvin “Irv” Varkonyi, NDTA HQ  

ivarkonyi@ndtahq.com // 703-863-9686 // Skype – Ivarkonyi // Fairfax, VA 

DoD Transportation Academy Coordinator:  Tim Ringdahl, USTRANSCOM 

timothy.p.ringdahl.ctr@mail.mil // 618-220-4126 // Scott AFB, IL 
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